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Serge Colin 
Human Resources & Internal Communication General Manager

Health & safety is our core value. As a 
member of Lafarge, our ambition is to 
be among the best in the world. This 
ambition requires a lot of sometimes 
tremendous efforts translated into a 
combination of means and resources:

•  A policy: we have a new one since 
2006, giving the tone of the ambition 
expressed by the Chairman & CEO of 
Lafarge, Bruno Lafont, to become one 
of the world-wide best performer in 
H&S.

•  A solid organization: BU Health, Safety 
and Security Manager assisted by a 
dedicated team, reinforced profiles of 
the H&S coordinators in our plants, 
newly appointed H&S coordinator for 
Supply Chain, future H&S coordinator 
for LAVA. We have now occupational 
doc tor s  in  our  p lant s  and H& S 
steering committees at BU and plant 
level gathering executives and key 
managers.

•  Equipment: We invested more than 2 
million € in 2007 for H&S and this trend 
will continue in 2008.

•  Procedures: we are implementing, one 
by one, the new standards of Lafarge, 
in line with the roadmap defined by the 
top management of the Group. 

•  S t r o n g  t r a i n i n g  p r o g r a m s  a n d    
communication actions. 

WAH and PPE were the two first standards 
of the roadmap. Their implementation 
required a tremendous work in our BU 
and their strict application is about 

to become compulsory for everyone 
working in or for Heracles: April 1st, 2008 
for WAH and May 1st, 2008 for PPE.  We 
are indeed approaching a key milestone 
where we will have to demonstrate 
the progress we already made in our 
behaviour, because respecting standards 
we have been trained on, is a matter of 
behaviour, nothing else. 

Indeed, our behaviour will lead us to the 
best performance and guarantee for each 
one of us a safe and healthy workplace. 
This is why we developed “Παίνω Θέση» 
as a strong supportive tool of all our safety 
programs, in order to involve more people, 
starting with managers, transform our 
behaviour towards safety, day after day, 
through fair and constructive dialogue, 
leading to commitments for progress.

Several other initiatives have been or are 
still being developed:

•  An important meeting took place on 
February 26th & 27th this year gathering 
elected members of H&S committees, 
some unionis t s ,  our doc tors and 
representatives of ELINYAE, for sharing 
our H&S ambition, our programs, ideas 
and concerns.

•  The PPE questionnaire distributed to 
all plants and terminals employees 
to get their inputs for a participative 
and efficient implementation of the 
PPE standard. The high participation 
rate (70%) simply demonstrated our 
colleagues’ great interest. The analysis 
of the answers will help the company 
identify risks at jobs and therefore 

better define the needs for protection.

•  June 2008 is the “safety month” in all 
sites of Lafarge worldwide. This initiative 
will take place in all locations of our BU, 
aims at mobilizing us all around health 
& safety. It will be a unique opportunity 
to reinforce our awareness, to share 
knowledge and best practices.

•  Safety training centres will be developed 
this year in the three plants and in one 
terminal.

•  Also, a health program which has been 
presented during the last BU H&S 
Committee, will be implemented as of 
this year, under the co-leadership of 
H&S Department and HR & IC Direction 
and in close cooperation with our 
doctors.

Clearly, all means and resources are now 
in place underlining the determination 
of the company and its visible and clear 
willingness in achieving Lafarge ambition 
in Greece.

Our results and performance are still far 
from our ambition. It is not surprising 
because it is a long journey. It is the 
journey of each one of us, leaving no 
one on the side. Each one of us should 
be involved and committed, must take 
part in “working together for everyone’s 
safety!”

I wish you all good reading of your new 
looking Magazino. Enjoy it and share it 
with your family!

Εditorial

Working together 
for everyone’s safety!
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Τhe first H&S Operating Standard of 
Lafarge Group concerns “Work at 

Height”. The Group-wide studies have 
shown that:

•    Most fatalities and severe injuries occur 
during Work at Height tasks both 
in Lafarge and other large industrial 
companies

•    The accidents related to fall from height 
are due to failure to observe safety 
rules

The implementation of the Standard 
establishes a systematic approach for 
the purpose of eliminating, averting or 
preventing risks.

The specific standard is mandatory for 
everyone, must be applied whenever 
there is potential for anyone to fall 1.8 
meters or more, and requires that fall risk 
assessments are performed for any task at 
a height of 1.8 meters or more and permits 
issued. 

All in all, 570 Risk Assessments and 325 
Safe WAH Guidelines have been drawn 
up. As a result of the risk assessments, the 
needs for works, installations, training and 
modern PPE have been identified.

Works carried out for infrastructures 
improvement at HERACLES' plants so far 
include: 88 staircases, 116 platforms, 69 
gangways and accesses, 131 guardrails, 6 
mobile (tower) scaffolds, 1 mobile platform 
and 6 buckets (for forklift trucks).

•    An important factor for the efficient 
implementation of the Standard is 
the employees’ training that is first 
held at our sites and, then, at the PPC 
Training Center, Anixi, Attica for two 
days. Approximately 300 people are 
anticipated to the have been trained 
by May.

•    The specif ications of Personal Fall 
Arrest Systems (PFAS) were revised in 
accordance with the needs that were 
identified as a result of the training and 
the supply of new PFAS was initiated.

All Lafarge employees, prior to any WAH 
task, must always remember to:

•    carefully read the FHRA and Safe Work 
Guideline

•    issue a WAH Permit, if required by the 
FHRA, and use PFAS

•    isolate the fall hazard zone and place 
signs prohibiting passage

•    implement the Hierarchy of Controls 
(HOC) for better protection and risk 
prevention

Since March 31st 2008, the “Work at 

Height” Standard has taken full effect 

in all Lafarge Plants and sites.

Health & Safety

Work at Height (WAH) 

R e v i e w  o f  L A F A R G E  H & S  
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Τhe Health & Safety Programme “PERNO 
THESI” (TAKE A STANCE), which 

was first launched during the training 
meetings in June 2007, was materialised in 
January 2008. Aiming primarily at helping 
employees adopt proper behaviours and 
meet the requirements for safety at work, 
the programme introduces a new type of 
H&S inspections. The key element of these 
meetings is to identify unsafe actions and 
discuss them among employees in order to 
develop a Safety culture. These discussions 
are held in a climate of cooperation and 
sincere interest. 

The number of meetings-discussions 
reached 450 in the first quarter of 2008 
and keeps rising.

The key points identif ied during the 
meetings pertain to the use of Personal 
Protection Equipment, driving at the 

workplace, respect of WAH rules as well 
as the use of safety belt in forklifts, trucks 
and loaders at the workplace.

The colleagues who take part in the 
Programme felt that these meetings 
were rather difficult in the beginning, 
but consider that they will become easier 
with good will and sincerity. It takes 
effort and patience to implement the 
Programme successfully and use its results 
in a constructive manner.

Personal Protection Equipment (PPE)

Τhe second operating standard issued by 
Lafarge concerns Personal Protection 

Equipment. The implementation of this 
Standard was deemed necessary because 
we have to make sure that all our employees 
in all our Plants, sites and production lines 
are properly protected. Additionally, 
we have to make sure that PPE is used 
properly and in accordance with the risks 
involved in any task according to the risk 
assessment, which must be kept fully 
updated in all out sites.

The Group’s employees have been 
informed about this standard by means 
of posters illustrating and stressing the 
fundamental need to use PPE properly and 
prompting to fill out a questionnaire. The 
questionnaire form outlined the key risks at 
our workplaces, listed the four mandatory 
PPE and explained the Hierarchy of 
Controls. It also contained questions on 

job-specific risks and necessary PPE that 
employees had to answer.

In total, questionnaire respondents 
included:

440 from Volos plant, 242 from Halkis 
plant, 290 from Mylaki plant, 113 from 
Terminals, 48 from ANEI, 57 from the 
LAVA quarries, 15 from E.VI.E.S.K. Volos 
and 23 employees from EKET. 

The Safety Committee of HERACLES has 
already been informed about the results 
of the initial analysis per site; the detailed 
analysis is still being performed to be 
combined with and complement the risk 
analysis per site and job in progress.

The Standard will take full effect 

in all Lagarge plants and sites 

on April 30th 2008.

“PERNO THESI” 
Health and Safety Programme 

 O p e r a t i n g  S t a n d a r d s
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Health & Safety

Health & Safety Advisory - Mobile Equipment
Implementing basic Safety requirements

1. Circulation plan – Establish site circulation plan including 
posted speed limits and edge protection.

2. Safe zone – Maintain safe separation zone between people 
and mobile equipment.

3. Seat belt – Installation and mandatory use of seat belts by all 
occupants when riding in mobile equipment.

4. Standards – Mandatory respect of the Group PPE and WAH 
Standards.

5. Energy – Maintain safe separation zone between mobile 
equipment and power lines.

6. Cell phone – Use of hand held cell phones when operating 
mobile equipment is prohibited.

7. Drugs & alcohol – Operation of mobile equipment while 
impaired is prohibited.

8. Qualification – All equipment operators shall be qualified 
and competent.

9. Loading – Overloading of mobile equipment is prohibited.

10. Passengers – Unauthorized passengers including motor or 
turn boys are prohibited. 

11. Equipment condition – Unsafe mobile equipment shall be 
removed from service.

All HERACLES Plants and sites have performed a detailed 
estimation of their status regarding the above 11 points and have 
defined corrective actions and implementation schedule.

The Assessment Findings and Action Plans were submitted to the 
Regional President of Western Europe, Lafarge in January 2008.

Management 
leadership  

Safe 
vehicles 

Safe work 
environment

Safe work 
processes

Group-wide, the use of mobile equipment represents a significant aspect of our daily operations. Together with our contractors, 
we operate thousands of vehicles around the world every minute of the day. From January to August 2008, 7 fatalies occurred 

with mobile equipment throughout the Lafarge Group. 

To achieve and sustain incident free performance requires a robust system as follows:

Today, it is very clear that we have deficiencies in all four aspects. This H&S Advisory outlines the minimum mandatory Group requirements 
to be implemented by all BUs with respect to the on-site and off-site operation of mobile equipment by employees and contractors:

+ + +

*”Mobile equipment” refers to excavators, loaders, trucks, lifting machinery e.g. forklift trucks, cherry pickers, and other vehicles used in plants, quarries 
and terminals for the purpose of mining, transporting and loading of materials and products. 
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Safe driving  
& the European Road Safety Charter

Τhe high rate of road accidents in Greece 
(among the top in the EU) affected 

HERACLES with the loss of two human 
lives from the staff of its cement transport 
fleet in 2004. Having set Safety at the top 
of its priorities in all aspects of activities, 
people and contractors, the Company 
responded immediately and met the 
challenge by taking a lot of steps ahead. 
The actions included the applied safety 
practices (driving policies and compliance 
with legislation) for both the numerous 
fleet crew (300 contractors and 450 drivers 
in total), and every single contractor in the 
road transport area.

To this end, HERACLES, starting from the 
Supply Chain department (and aiming at 
the safety of the seven million kilometers 
travelled annually), proceeded to the 
planning and implementation of a broad 
Safe Driving Programme. The Group’s 
and contractors’ staff took part in the 
Programme on road safety of heavy and 
light vehicles involved in the Group’s 
activities. The Programme is focused on 
four pivotal points:

BEHAVIOURS, TRAINING, 
COMMUNICATION

The Programme participants were trained 
in Defensive Driving and were instructed 
to drive not only safely but also defensively 
by means of the most advanced training 
tools. Similar training sessions were held 
on fatigue and its risks. Every detail of the 
Programme was properly communicated 
to the Management and employees, 
as well as to all silo trucks owners and 
drivers.

POLICIES, PROCEDURES AND CONTROL

A detailed written system supported by 
controls (use of safety belt, prohibition of 
mobile phone use and alcohol consumption, 
etc.) and technical inspections of vehicle 
equipment, invigorates and strengthens 
the Programme.

EQUIPMENT AND STANDARDS 

The system that has been compiled 
enabled the renewal of contracts with 
detailed contractors’ data and stringent 
performance monitoring

 IMPOVEMENT OF SILO TRUCKS

During the programme’s elaboration, 
there were def iciencies identif ied in 
the safe operation of silo trucks. These 
deficiencies are confronted with specific 
procedures and respective planning. 

The progamme stakeholders, vehicle 
drivers and owners, already state that 
their lives are currently much safer. This 
is only the beginning. The Group’s Safe 
Driving Programme will continue with 
increasing vigour, continuous training 
and vigilance with the ultimate goal: 
ZERO ACCIDENTS FOR US AND OUR 
CONTRACTORS.

On the basis of the Safe Driving 
Programme throughout its 
development, HERACLES joined 
the European Road Safety Charter 
in 2006, taking part in a dynamic 
EU initiative on road accidents 
decrease. This initiative has been 
developed vigorously with the 
significant memberships, while 
HERACLES, the first Greek cement 
company that joined the Charter, 
is actively involved. On February 
20th an event was held for the 
signing of the Charter by new 
members at the EU Delegation in 
Athens. The event was attended 
by the Minister of Transport. 
Representatives of our Supply 
Chain and Health and Safety 
Departments were also present 
at the event. 
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Health & Safety

On November 14th, Apostolos Zagas, a 52 year old 
technician, married and father of 3 children, fell from a 
height of 4 meters while installing a silo at a customer 
site. He was unconscious and was immediately 
transported to the hospital with serious head injuries, 
and underwent 3 successive surgeries. Apostolos died 
on January 31st. He had been working in Héraclès’ 
Logistics Department for 22 years.

What Happened: 

The victim was working in a 3 person team on the 
installation of a silo at the site of a RMX customer. 
After installation was completed, while collecting tools, 
Apostolos fell from the concrete plinth where the silo was 
installed (4 meters height). His head hit a metallic pipe on 
the ground. His two colleagues were also standing on the 
platform. 

Main Causes:

•  The victim had unhooked his harness while still at risk at 4m height. The team under-estimated the fall hazard 

•  The customer had not installed protection rails around the edge of the concrete silo base

•  No risk assessment done. No work permit in place 

•  Team not trained in Working at Height

Main Learnings:

Ensure all people involved in working at height or authorized to WAH are trained properly

Have risk assessment done with the people performing the job, and specifically when working at 
height: if I wear a harness, it means there are VERY HIGH RISKS

Give the same care to the safety and especially when high risk tasks involving standards such as 
WAH are present for the  « non-core business » activities, including those related to the 
installation of silos for customers

Ensure the managers and supervisors have a reinforced awareness on WAH, even the most 
remote sites or activities

Make sure the WAH standard is implemented and understood on ALL sites (including the work 
permit process)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

--

Our special thoughts  go to Apostolos’ family.

FEBRUARY 2008

Apostolos 
stood here,
he fell along 
the red line 

and hit 
his head 
on the pipe

CEMENT – FEBRUARY 2008

LESSONS LEARNED FROM A FATAL ACCIDENT 
A FATAL FALL OF AN EMPLOYEE WHO WAS INSTALLING 
A SILO FOR A CUSTOMER - GREECE
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The target of

Zero

>> Accidents

>> Incidents

>> Losses

>> Emissions

Training session  
for elected Health&Safety Committees 

O n February 26th and 27th a training, 
information and consultation session 

on Health&Safety issues was held at 
HERACLES.

The event was attended by the elected 
H&S Committees, H&S Supervisors, Safety 
Engineers and Occupational Doctors 
of our sites, as well as the members of 
the Health and Safety Secretariat of the 
Cement Federation.

The key issues discussed during the 
training session included:

•   The Lafarge H&S Policy, Regulations and 
Standards (Work at Height, Incident 
Investigation and Reporting, PPE, 
Mobile Equipment Advisory, Contractor 
Management) 

•   Hazard and Risk Assessment, focusing 
on the selection and use of PPE

•   “Perno Thesi” training programme

On the second day the Chairman of 
ELINYAE, Dr. V. Makropoulos, who was 
the guest of honour, talked about the 
Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) 
and their crucial importance for the 
development and implementation of H&S 
measures.

The Safety Data Sheet (SDS) for any 
material contains necessary information 
regarding its chemical characteristics, 
hazards as well as safe handling, transport 
and storage. It is supplied by the person 
responsible for the material distribution 
(manufacturer or importer) and must 
be delivered with the material. In this 
context, SDS of specific materials involved 
in the cement production process (fly ash 
and RDF) were analysed and replies were 
given to questions with the aid of Ms. 
Vicky Gazideli.

Approximately 50 people from all our sites 
(plants, terminals, LAVA, Head Offices) 
and the Cement Federation took part in 
the event. 

We all know the importance attached 

and the initiatives taken by our 

Company with regard to the awareness 

of people, who are engaged in the 

crucial Health and Safety area in 

the cement industry, as well as the 

work performed in our sites and the 

significance of our support. In Health 

& Safety issues we are all allies and 

partners in order to achieve the target 

of “Zero accidents or incidents”. 
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Health & Safety

Information  
on wet fly ash at Milaki 

Following an invitation extended by the 
Company to the Hellenic Institute for 

Occupational Health & Safety (ELINYAE) 
and Greek Atomic Energy Commission 
(GAEC), an informational presentation on 
wet fly ash was held at the Milaki Plant on 
5th March 2008.

Experts from both organisations presented 
the results of the radiological control and 
measurements, performed by GAEC at 
the Milaki harbour during the loading of 
wet fly ash in January, as well as personal 
protection data and measures for the safe 
handling and use of this material in the 
production process. They also responded 
to questions and concerns raised by 
the employees regarding fly ash-related 
Health & Safety issues. 

The event was also attended by the Mayor 
of Aliveri, Ms. Karapa, and representatives 
of the Prefecture of Evia, Ms. P. Ioannidou 
from the Environment Department and 
Messrs. D. Giannakos and K. Kapenis from 
the Development Department.

Defensive driving in Rhodes

Atraining session on defensive driving 
was organised for contractor drivers of 

our Company in Rhodes; it was the second 
training course on safe driving. Each and 
every contractor driver of any HERACLES 
site in Greece has been informed about 
driving behaviour and conditions issues. 

They have been instructed that their 
responsible behaviour is decisive for 
establishing safety as a value and daily 
practice in the entire Group.
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Medical Injury (MI)

Accident indicators
in the cement division

Until March 2008

Cement
division

Lafarge Employees 

LTI

5

FRLTI

4,56

Days
of absence

85

Contractors

MI

5

Donation to the Fire Department

Following the training of the Emergency 
Teams at the Head Offices, a building 

evacuation drill was held in January with 
the participation of all employees.

So during working hours, the alarm 
sounded and employees and visitors 
were notified to evacuate the building 
immediately using the nearest exits and 
move to each team’s assembly point in 
the outdoor area of the Company. The 
emergency team leaders directed people 
to the designated points without panic 
and confirmed that everyone was present. 
At the same time, the Fire Brigade arrived 
and rescued a colleague, who had been 
allegedly trapped in the building. 

The purpose of the drill was for the 
emergency teams to identify and correct 
any def iciencies and omissions, and 
for the employees to understand the 
procedure and act calmly and immediately 
in case of an emergency.

As a reward for their excellent collaboration 
and substantial contribution to the safety 
awareness-raising effort and readiness 
exercise of the employees, the Company 
offered electronic equipment to the 
9th Fire Station of the Athens F ire 
Department. 

Thus,  in Januar y,  F i re Depar tment 
representatives led by Fire Officer, Sotirios 
Georgakopoulos, came to our Head Offices 
and met with Mr. Serge Colin, Human 
Resources and Internal Communication 
General Manager, and other executives to 
exchange views on their collaboration and 
discuss the possibility of further training 
and programmes. 

In a short communication to HERACLES 
Magazino, Mr Sotirios Georgakopoulos 
thanked the Company and its employees 
for their excellent collaboration in the drill 
that was held at the Head Offices and 
stressed that the Fire Department and the 
9th Fire Station will always be on their 
side in the framework of collaboration 
between the Fire Station and the citizens.

Medical Injuries 

As from January 2008, our H&S Indicators 
and Reports have also included Medical 
Injuries. 

Medical Injuries  are work accidents 
that do not result in lost time, but 
require medical care of any type from 
an external medical doctor, Health 
Centre or Hospital and the person who 
suffered the injury is able to return to 
work for the next scheduled shift.  

The 9th Fire Station was set up in 
2004, immediately after the end of 
the Athens Olympic Games and is 
based at the Athens Olympic Sports 
Centre (OAKA) facilities. This station 
is responsible for 22 municipalities. 
Its force includes 80 crew members, 
of which 70 firemen and chief firemen 
and 10 fire officers. It engages in 
urban and forest fires, emergency 
incidents (road accidents, rescues 
from elevators, water pumping, 
tree logging), and natural disasters, 
such as earthquakes and floods. 
In the context of the collaboration 
between the Fire Department and 
citizens, the 9th Fire Station, as 
well as others, train citizens and 
company employees in order to 
inform them about fire and natural 
disaster issues. The Commander of 
the 9th Fire Station is the Fire Officer 
Sotirios Georgakopoulos. 

FRΜI

4,56

LTI

0

MI

2
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Environment

Transplantation in Ancient Olympia 
of 11 grown olive trees from the courtyard of the Head Offices

As another act of sensitivity and offer 
for the restoration of the natural 

environment following the recent fires, 
HERACLES offered 11 grown olive trees 
which were within the courtyard of its 
Head Offices.

As a result of the adjacent road opening 
and fencing works, 11 large olive trees 
had to be removed or-in the best case- 
transplanted in another area. On the 
initiative of the Management and in 
collaboration with the National Institute 
for Agricultural Research (ETH.I.AG.E), the 
Company entrusted a specialised company 
with the removal, interim care, transport 
and transplantation of the trees in Ancient 
Olympia, installation of an automatic 
watering system and, finally, care of the 
trees for a year.

The transplantation venture started at 
the end of January, and the olive trees 
of HERACLES found a new home in the 
historic site of Ancient Olympia.

Mr.  Giorgos  Ly r int z i s ,  D i rec tor  of 
ETH.I.AG.E, stated the following in a local 
newspaper «the first operations consist 
in the plantation of the first eleven olive 
trees, offered by HERACLES, around the 
New Archaeological Museum of Olympia. 
It is only a matter of days before we start 
operation on Cronius Hill, too».

Moreover, Ms. Olympia Vikatou, deputy 
supervisor of the 7th Ephorate of Prehistoric 
and Classical Antiquities, stated in the 

same newspaper that archaeologists will 
be present and supervise the areas to be 
planted, along with ETH.I.A.G.E. In fact, 
additional archaeologists will be hired for 
this purpose.

Ms. Vikatou responded to some questions 
posed by HERACLES Magazino regarding 
the entire restorat ion work of the 
archaeological site. (The interview was held 
prior to the Flame Lighting ceremony).

Ms. Vikatou, thank you for accepting to 
talk to HERACLES  Magazino. Could you 
share with us the history of the disaster?

On Sunday 26th August 2007, early in 
the afternoon, the ravaging fire that had 
been burning Ilia to ashes, destroying 
properties, vanishing flora, fauna and 
human lives, reached Olympia. Due to 
the furious winds, low humidity and high 
temperatures, the fire was progressing at 
high velocity. As a result it burnt down the 
hills around the Archaeological Museum, 
the Cronius Hill, the Academy and the 

Pierre de Coubertin Monument in only a 
few minutes. 

The raging fire left the Museums and 
Archaeological site intact but a large part 
of the flora in the heart of the Olympic 
Landscape was lost.

The few and minor damages caused to 
the Stadium slopes and interspersed 
architectural parts in the south of the 
Stadium, at the outdoor storage area, for 
which the German Archaeological Institute 
is responsible, were immediately restored 
by the 7th Ephorate of Antiquities and 
Preservation Directorate of the Ministry of 
Culture in the following days. 

The fire that broke out on 26th August 
was not a unique phenomenon. Over 
time, the area has been hit by fires on 
numerous occasions, even in the 19th 
century. The last time was in 1932.

What are the actions of the 
reganeration plan? 
Without any doubt, nature has its own 
regenerative powers, and it is certain that 
vegetation in the area would recover, but 
the recovery time would be too long. This 
is why, on the day after the fire, services 
of the Ministry of Culture prepared a 
natural environment regeneration plan for 
Olympia and assigned it to the National 
Institute for Agricultural Research (ETH.
I.AG.E) after signing a contract. The 
study on Olympia’s natural environment 
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restoration was examined and approved 
by the Central Archaeological Council.

The objective of regenerating Cronius and 
the other hills is to restore the natural 
environment in such a manner as to match 
the descriptions in ancient Greek texts 
(Pausanias, Xenophon, and Theophrastus) 
and the perception of «Olympic Landscape», 
as depicted by contemporary travellers and 
formed collectively by visitors.

According to the study, the plan consists in 
three implementation stages:

1)  On grounds of aesthetics, risk elimination, 
natural reforestation, etc., the top 
priority was logging and removal of 
burnt trees from the entire area under 
regeneration, which included the 
Cronius, Zounis and Kalosaka hills to 
the east of the Archaeological Museum, 
the Olympic Academy hills and the area 
of the Pierre de Coubertin Monument.  

2)  The almost complete devastation of the 
flora on the hills of Olympia (95- 98% 
on the Cronius hill, 100% on Zounis 
hill, 80-85% on Kalosaka hill), made 
immediate erosion and flood protection 
measures urgent, in order to avert the 
risk of soil erosion and landslides on 
the Cronius hill, which has up to 100% 
gradients.

  In order to protect the soi l  f rom 
such effects and retain the surface 
layer that contained the seeds for 

natural regeneration, so as to facilitate 
plantation, log-gabions and dams were 
constructed on all hills. In highly steep 
slopes geotextiles (jute) were placed.

 The works were designed and performed 
with extreme attention, taking into 
account the historical,  aesthetic, 
ecological and environmental value of 
the landscape. They were completed in 
mid November 2007.

 According to the expert designers, who 
supervised the works, the erosion and 
flood protection works are temporary 
and have a span of life of approximately 
4 to 5 years. The performance of these 
works has been excellent so far, as 
no soil alterations have been noted 
on hills with sharp gradients (e.g. 
more than 100% at the top of Cronius 
Hill), despite the hard rainfalls in last 
October-November.

3)  The third stage consisted in the actual 
horticultural works, which include 
general and special planting procedures, 
as well as hydroseeding. General 
planting involved small nursery plants 
(30-50 cm. high), while special planting 
involved plants as high as 2-3 m. 

 Approximately 30 species of indigenous 
plants were selected, such as oak, downy 
oak, evergreen oak, holm oak, Aleppo 
pine, cypress tree, maple tree, olive 
tree, Judas tree (red bud), turpentine 
tree, hawthorn, mastic tree, ash tree, 

Apollo’s laurel, royal purple plant, 
strawberry tree, Greek strawberry tree, 
oleander, osier, myrtle, Phillyrea latifolia, 
wild pear, Spanish broom, buckthorn, 
sage, Cistus monspeliensis, Jerusalem 
sage, Apothecary’s rose and white 
poplar tree. Moreover, perennial olive 
trees, resistant plane-tree and umbrella 
pine-tree hybrids will be planted.

Ms. Vikatou, where were the 
11 trees transplanted and on 
what criteria were the locations 
selected?
Special emphasis was placed on the 
regeneration of the surrounding area 
around the Archaeological Museum of 
Olympia, in order to create a single rest 
- recreation area for the visitors.

It is in this area that the 11 large olive 
trees - courtesy of the HERACLES - were 
transplanted. This kind offer did not 
only include the trees but also their 
transporting and planting.

Approximately 2m. deep and wide pits 
were opened, by means of a drill, at the 
plantation sites indicated by the people 
of ETH.I.AG.E. Two large olive trees were 
planted in the south-eastern part of the 
area. The remaining trees were planted 
with 7m. intervals along the western 
perimeter of the Museum, forming an 
impressive tree line that fences and 
delimits the area.
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At what stage is the tree 
planting currently and how 
many olive trees will be 
planted?
So far, until early of February, 14 smaller 
olive trees have been planted in the 
Museum area, 55 olive trees in the area 
of the Pierre de Coubertin Monument, 
3 at the NE edge of the Stadium, and 
approximately 100 olive trees are going 
to be planted in the olive grove of the 
Olympic Academy, NE of the Stadium. The 
olive trees are planted along the edges of 
existing olive groves, so as not to alter the 
Olympic landscape, which consisted of 
forest almost exclusively. 

Currently (20/2/08) tree planting works 
in Olympia have almost been completed. 
Approximately 30,000 plants have been 
planted. Of these, 27,000 are small, 
annual or biannual plants (general planting 
procedures), and about 3,000 are large, 
2-4 m high. Small plants were mostly 
preferred because they adjust better to 
the natural environment, as they can 
respond better to the transplantation 
shock due to their young age. 

Hydroseeding has been performed on 

Cronius Hill and all the areas under 
regeneration, where natural regeneration 
has not been efficient. 

What works remain to be 
performed by the Flame 
Lighting Ceremony of the 
Beijing Olympic Games?
The remain ing work s  inc lude  the 
regeneration of the Pierre de Coubertin 
Monument area, (road paving, curb 
construction), and sowing of a natural 
lawn in the area west of the Archaeological 
Museum. All works are expected to be 
completed by the beginning of March. 

How often are there 
coordinated reforestation 
operations by citizens, 
organisations, associations? 
Have the efforts been 
intensified after the devastating 
August fires?
In the area of Olympia, there was an 
immediate intervention by the State 
and Minister of Culture, while the entire 
horticulture project was sponsored by the 
Latsis Group and Eurobank EFG. There are 

sponsorships from other companies, too, 
and an honourable mention will be made 
to them by the Ministry of Culture.

Our Ephorate has received quite a few 
sympathy letters in the past six months from 
other Antiquities Ephorates, universities, 
academics, etc. Moreover, several agencies 
have expressed their wish to assist us in our 
work (such as the Prefectures of Kozani 
and Magnisia, the National University of 
Athens, etc.). It is worth noting the offer 
of the ELIX volunteers, who helped in 
clearing the area during the erosion and 
flood protection works. 

Moreover, the Olympia Nature Association 
has been actively involved and assumed the 
reforestation of the Galani hill, northeast 
of the Archaeological Museum. 

It was very touching to see the students of 
Olympia’s primary and secondary schools 
participate in tree planting operations; 
the primary school was involved in an area 
east of the Museum and the secondary 
school in the Galani hill. 

Due to the tight schedule and given that 
the planting works were carried out by 
specialised staff, it has been difficult for 
any individual persons or associations to 
participate in the project. 
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However, the regeneration project of 
Olympia will not end upon completion of 
the horticulture works in March. Further 
planting works will follow in the two 
subsequent planting periods 2008-9 and 
2009-10. It will be then that citizens and 
schools will have more opportunities for 
involvement.

For the time being, people and nature 
strive with love and respect for the rebirth 
of the Olympic Land and are getting 
prepared for the Olympic Flame Lighting 
on 25th March.

 

 

On March 25th, day of the Olympic Flame Lighting, at a special ceremony 
that was held in the Congress Centre of the Olympic Academy, the 
Minister of Culture, Mr. Michalis Liapis, awarded the volunteers, 
sponsors and donators who have contributed and are still contributing 
to the restoration of the archaeological and environmental area of the 
Ancient Olympia. Among the sponsors, HERACLES was also awarded 
and the Chairman of the Company, Mr. Manolis Chris Kyprianidis 
received the award. 
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Reforestation in the area of Avlida
for the fire afflicted areas

In the framework of HERACLES’ commitment 
to actively help fire afflicted areas, our 

Company participates in the reforestation 
initiative taken by the Hellenic Network for 
Corporate Social Responsibility in the areas 
of Evia and Ilia. The Network’s Programme 
“EPOMENI IMERA” (“THE DAY AFTER”) 
includes the setting up of voluntary teams 
made up of people employed by Network 
member companies, as well as provision 
of assistance for the environmental 
restoration in collaboration with the 
competent Authorities. The Programme is 
the fruit of the collaboration between the 
NGO PRAKSIS and the Hellenic Network for 
Corporate Social Responsibility. Apart from 
natural environment restoration, it also 
seeks to enhance and improve voluntarism, 
as well as the social bonds with local 
inhabitants. The intervention areas (forest 
land) are designated and indicated by the 
competent Forest Inspection of Halkis, 
following a relevant study that has been 
performed thereby. 

The vo luntar y teams carr y  out the 
reforestation works under the coordination 
and supervision of the PRAKSIS people. 

Our Company had a dynamic presence 
through colleagues from most BUs of the 
Group. 

The HERACLES Magazino interviewed 
our colleague Christos Avramousis, IT & 
Processes Department, Head Offices, who 
was there during the first three days of the 

reforestation project in mid-February, and 
asked him about his experience.

Where was the first reforestation 
effort performed?
Our team worked in the Krimbatsi Forest 
in the Municipal Department of Kalochori, 
Avlida. It is a flat area that had been completely 
destroyed five times, and natural restoration 
was no longer possible. 

What kind of trees did you 
plant and what was the 
procedure?
During the reforestation, 500 Pinus 
Halepensis saplings were planted in a 
sloped area and seeds were sown in a flat 
area. At the planning stage, it had been 
anticipated that the planting would be 
completed in two days, but the progress 
rate was such that all 500 saplings were 
planted in only one day.

How many people were there
in the first reforestation group, 
and were other companies 
involved in the first mission?
There were approximately 25 people from 
various companies, but our Company 
had the largest presence with 8 persons.  
We should note the contribution of a 
colleague from Volos plant, Mr. Alexandros 
Hadziharalambus, who took the initiative to 
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help in the reforestation along with 9 expert 
Hellenic Rescue Team members of Magnisia. 
The help and support of these persons, 
coupled with the guidance and advice of 
the Forest Inspection Agency of Halkis, were 
decisive for the successful outcome of this 
venture. 

How was the organization?
PRAKSIS with its local representatives had 
made provision for all necessary equipment, 
as well as the volunteers’ safety and 
comfortable accommodation. Perhaps they 
should have ensured more tools, e.g. chisels 
or drills, because some of our needs had to be 
met by the Hellenic Rescue Team of Magnisia 
during my three-day stay. Nonetheless, I 
think that it was a highly successful project 
with a strong voluntarism message that 
should be repeated. 

The major overhaul of Kiln D in the 
Halkis Plant began in mid-January. The 

overhaul involved the replacement of raw 
mill crusher and the conversion of two 
parallel electric filters (for the dedusting 

of the emissions of the kiln and the Unit D 
raw mill) into hybrid filters.

Each of the two filters remained electric 
by half, while its other half was converted 
to a bag filter in order to ensure the hybrid 
form, while newly designed exhaust gas 
ducts were also installed. 

This project was mainly a repetition of a 
similar project carried out in Unit C back 
in 2006. 

The investment rose to € 2.5 million 
and it s purpose was to drast ical ly 
reduce dust emissions of the Plant’s 
main funnels. According to the Plant’s 
new environmental permit and the 

requirements of the relevant European 
laws, dust emissions from the Plant’s main 
funnels should not exceed 30 mg/Nm3. 

The conversion of the electric filters into 
hybrid filters, however, has significantly 
lowered dust emissions to less than 10 
mg/Nm3 (as already measured in Unit C), 
thus contributing to a cleaner environment 
for the city of Halkis.

Installation of a hybrid filter in Halkis
for the drastic reduction of dust emissions
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Industrial Ecology 
Replacing mineral fuel with biomass

Typical examples of plant biomass 
include:

•  Cultivation residues remaining at lands 
(e.g. cotton stems, wheat, rice, tomato 
straw etc.).

•  Cotton ginnery residues.

•  Tree lopping waste.

•  Energy plant cultivation residues (e.g. 
rapeseed, corn, sunflower, cardoon etc.).

•  Seeds of fruit (e.g. apricot, peach, olive 
etc.).

•  Wood processing waste.

•  Paper and paperboard processing waste

•  Olive oil production waste (e.g. leaves, 
pomace, wood etc.)

•  Bio-fuel production waste

Examples of animal or industrial biomass 
include non-recyclable paper waste, 
textile manufacturing waste, food and 
drinks production waste, inert residues 

from livestock breeding and slaughtering, 
animal meal, inert sewage sludge, etc. 

Uncontrolled burning or disposal in the 
environment is the most common - though 
environmentally unacceptable - practice 
of discharging such organic residues. 
According to new legislation throughout 
Europe, these destruction methods that 
have a serious impact on the environment 
are forbidden. This is the reason why more 
sustainable disposal methods are now 
being applied in order to enable energy 
recovery from such residues. 

Biomass is a renewable energy source 
and qualifies as bioenergy, the energy 
contained in vegetable and animal 
residues. An interesting challenge is 
to recover biomass energy in cement 
manufacturing, by also contributing to 
a safe and environmentally acceptable 
biomass management. 

Advantages of biomass use
Replacing fossil fuel with biomass 
offers strategic, financial, technical 
and environmental advantages: 

Strategic reasons

•  Active participation in sustainable 
development since biomass qualifies as 
a carbon dioxide-neutral energy source

•  Extended availability of non-renewable 
mineral natural resources

•  Proactive compliance with 
environmental regulations

•  Flexible fuel management compared 
to competition

•  Reduction of waste materials being 
uncontrollably disposed or destructed 
in the environment

Financial reasons

•  Lower production cost compared to 
fossil fuel management cost

The term biomass is defined as the 
total amount of material that has a 
biological (organic) origin. Biomass is 
produced by capturing solar energy 
through the process of photosynthesis 
and further through organic actions of 
living organisms.

It comprises any type of material directly 
or indirectly originating from the animal 
and plant world, such as plant materials 
from natural ecosystems (e.g. forests), 
or from energy crops (plantations used 
for energy production), by-products 
and residues of forest, agricultural 
(farming and animal breeding) and 
fishing production, but also the organic 
part of urban and industrial waste.
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• Lower fuel supply cost

• Improved company competitiveness

Technical and environmental reasons

•  Flexibility in fuel mix planning and 
chemism

• Lower carbon dioxide emissions

•  No health and safety impacts, since 
biomass does not contain hazardous 
substances

Biomass collection  
Since our plants are located near agricultural 
lands (in areas such as Viotia and Thessaly) 
that produce high quantities of agricultural 
products and thus biomass residues – 
which can be properly processed and used 
as fuel – we further investigated the issue.

Following a relevant research in these two 
areas, a small pilot project was set up in 
2005 involving the collection of cotton 
stems from cotton crops in Almyros and 
Viotia. The aim of this project was to 
identify key elements of the methodology 
and technology that has to be applied.

Having clarified essential parameters, we 
proceeded in 2006 to the design and 
implementation of a bigger pilot collection 
project in order to fully determine how 
economical the use of biomass could be. 
The project implementation involved an 
investment by the Company in 12 cutters 
and 8 biomass balers, while approx. 3,000 
tonnes were collected. The project enabled 
the Company to draw useful conclusions 
on collection equipment requirements 
and performance, collection and storage 
issues as well as relevant costs. 

Following a specific design, the Company 
decided in 2007 to proceed to the 
collection of biomass for Volos plant. To 
this end, it established partnerships with 
8 contractors or individual farmers and 
collection teams were organized in the 
areas of interest (Almyros, Larissa, Farsala). 
The collection was carried out with the 
use of the 2006 equipment that was lent 
to the partners, as well as with equipment 
owned by the partners themselves. 

The collection was also expanded to other 
crops in addition to cotton, such as corn, 
tomato, wheat and rape seed. The quantity 
collected rose to approx. 10,000 tn.

Biomass is collected in the following 
manner:

Following collection of cotton, corn or 
tomato, the residual stems are cut near 
ground level with the use of a special 
stem-cutter and are stowed in row 
arrangements behind the cutter. Biomass 
is parcelled in big round bales with the use 
of an appropriate baler.

Bales are subsequently transferred by 
trucks from the farms or storage points to 
Volos Plant, where they are processed and 
used replacing pet coke and coal.

It is important to identify a set of factors 
which affect the project and its outcome:

•  Biomass cost includes cutting, collection, 
baling, storage, transport and preliminary 
processing costs as required in order 
to appropriately prepare biomass for 
feeding in the kiln. This cost should be 
competitive to that of traditional fuel.

•  Biomass collection becomes economical 
when it is carried out in an organized 
manner.

•  Transport cost is key due to the big 
volume of biomass in relation to its 
weight, thus collection areas have to be 
located within a radius of 80 km from 
the Volos Plant.

•  Collection is seasonal (end of August – 
end of November) and big storage areas 
are required for the collected quantities 
until they are consumed by the plant.

•  The collection rate and performance of 
the collection equipment is affected by 
weather conditions and the condition of 
production lands.

•  Biomass can be preserved outdoors for 
long periods, without being decomposed 
or destructed.

•  High quantity collections at competitive 
cost require an investment in a high 
number of machinery.
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Facilities for the use 
of biomass in the 
manufacturing process
A small part of the quantity collected back 
in 2005 (approx. 100 tn) was used in a 
small pilot facility of Volos Plant, so as to 
draw the necessary conclusions for the 
design of a permanent installation.

Biomass will enter the Plant in bales and 
will be temporarily stored outdoors. 
Biomass bales will be conveyed to a 
shredder equipped with a dedusting filter. 
From the shredder, the shredded material 
will be conveyed on a covered conveyor 
belt system to a confined metal silo, and 
then to a weighing device. Following its 
weighing, the material will be fed to the 
precalciner of Kiln 1 in order to replace a 
corresponding amount of pet coke or coal.

Biomass will be burnt at high temperatures 
(above 1100°C) and gas emissions will be 
dedusted through electrostatic filters before 
being discharged to the atmosphere.

The permanent biomass processing 
and feeding facility is currently under 
construction and is expected to be 
commissioned upon approval of the 
Plant’s new environmental permit.

“The use of this type of environment friendly energy source will offer major benefits 
both to the citizens of Volos through the reduction of air pollution and to local farmers 
as their business activities will be enhanced.” Dr. I. Roumbos, NAGREF (Greek 
National Agricultural Research Foundation)

The University of Thessaly has also considered the domestic use of biomass by 
experimenting with cardoon crops and points out that:

“The use of biomass contributes to the reduced use of fossil fuel and the coverage 
of constantly increasing energy needs with renewable energy sources which are 
environmentally safe and friendly, mainly in relation to greenhouse effects, since 
biomass is CO2 emissions-neutral. 

Current global research has shown that the environment is not affected at all by gas 
emissions generated by energy production from bio-fuel or biomass production.” 
Ν. Danalatos, Professor of Agriculture

In a study on energy crops, the Greek Centre for Renewable Energy Sources 
(CRES) points out the following, inter alia:

“Energy crops, whether they involve traditional crops (corn, sunflower etc.) or new 
crops which are currently not cultivated for commercial purposes (miscanthus, cane, 
cardoon) can provide large volumes of raw material for bio-fuel and energy production 
plants. Considering the multiple benefits offered by the energy utilization of biomass, 
such crops represent an attractive solution for bio-fuel and energy production, increased 
agricultural competitiveness, enhanced employment and environmental protection.” 
CRES Biomass Department

Scientific opinions on the use of biomass
Opinions expressed by the scientific community are characteristic:
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WEEE includes:

1.  Large household appliances (e.g. driers, refrigerators, freezers, 
washing machines, dish washers, microwave ovens).

2.  Small household appliances (e.g. vacuum cleaners, electrical 
irons, toasters, coffee machines, electrical toothbrushes and 
shavers).

3.  IT and communications equipment (e.g. all kinds of computers, 
printers, fax machines, telephones).

4. Consumers goods (e.g. sound amplifiers, musical instruments).

5.  Lighting equipment (e.g. small fluorescent lamps, high intensity 
discharge lamps).

6.  Electrical and electronic tools (e.g. drills, saws, sewing 
machines).

7.  Toys, leisure and sports equipment (e.g. computer games, 
electric trains).

8. Medical devices (e.g. cardiological equipment, dialysis devices).

9.  Monitoring and control instruments (e.g. smoke detectors, 
weighing appliances).

10. Automatic dispensers (e.g. for hot or cold bottles or cans).

E l e c t r i c a l  a n d  e l e c t r o n i c 
equipment manufacturing is 

among the fastest growing industrial 
sectors in the western world. There 
is practically no area of people’s life 
where these items are not used. 

This rapid growth rate, however, 
coupled with the overconsumption 
that scourges contemporary society, 
have the negative effect of increasing 
waste from electrical and electronic 
devices. This is disconcerting, because 
was te  e lec t r ica l  and e lec t ron ic 
equipment (WEEE) forms a complex mix 
of material and components, hazardous 
or not, that makes their disposal 
dangerous for the environment and the 
natural recipients, while at the same time 
aggravating their management problems. 

These problems are mainly due to the 
rapid increase in such waste and the 
management of their hazardous content.

The hazardousness of WEEE lies with the 
materials from which it is manufactured 
or the components they are made of, 
such as polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), 
which are contained in capacitors, heavy 

metals, such as lead and mineral acids 
(batteries), mercury (switches), cadmium, 
chromium, arsenic, brominated flame 
retarders (plastic parts), asbestos, 
halogenated substances such as 
chlorofluorocarbons, etc.

Electrical and electronic devices are 
complex structures and contain 
numerous materials, quite a few 
of which may be toxic for people 
and the environment. The most 

commonly used materials for 
their manufacturing are 
ferrous metals, plastics, 
glass, aluminum and copper. 

Seldom are these materials 
unaltered and pure in the 

devices, however. Usually they 
are alloyed or coated with other 
substances. The cathode ray 
tubes (CRTs) used in computer 

monitors are mainly made 
of glass, but they are coated 
with lead, which is highly 
toxic. 

Electrical and electronic equipment waste
An environmental danger
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WEEE and the environment
The land filling or incineration of waste 
electrical and electronic equipment 
entails numerous risks for people and 
the environment, as many of the above 
mentioned substances are released into 
the environment (soil, air and water), thus 
entering potentially the food chain. 

WEEE alternative 
management
The WEEE disposal plants recover and make 
reusable those devices that are operational 
thus protracting their life-cycle, or if this is 
not possible, they dismantle them, i.e., 
separate and sort the materials they are 

made of. Then, sorted materials (plastics, 
metal, glass, boards etc.) are forwarded 
to licensed recycling plants. This enables 
raw material and energy saving which is 
necessary for the mining and making of 
such material. Indicatively, throughout its 
life cycle a personal computer produces 
1,500 kg, a laptop 400 kg and mobile 
telephone 75 kg of waste.

Such disposal plants are located in large 
Municipalities of the country.

Recycling and computers
Computers contain multiple materials 
that pose a real risk for public health 
and the environment (lead, mercury, 
cadmium, chromium, etc.). The metal 

parts of computers can be sold as scrap 
iron in the domestic market. The chip 
boards contain precious metals (gold, 
silver, platinum) that can be recovered 
and resold. In Germany there is the only 
plant in Europe where highly hazardous 
substances, contained in monitors, can 
be treated.

Useful information for 
consumers
Based on the above, consumers should 
know that:
•  WEEE must be disposed separately from 

all other household waste. 
•  this type of waste can be delivered to 

WEEE disposal plants free of charge 
•  when purchasing electronic and electrical 

equipment, the used equipment to 
be replaced may be returned free of 
charge

•  they should be informed about the 
WEEE disposal sites 

•   they should check that the equipment 
they buy has the proper marking and 
labeling

It is important that we do not dispose 
of our old devices along with household 
waste,that end up in landfills. There is still 
time and potential to reduce the adverse 
effects and act with responsibility and 
respect for the environment. A change 
in mind set and attitude is no longer a 
necessity but rather an obligation and 
investment for the life of our children and 
the globe at large.
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Our Company’s 
position
Hav ing  se t  env i ronment 
protection at the top of its 
pr ior i t ies ,  HER ACLES has 
become highly sensitive and 
has established a collaboration 
with a WEEE recycling company.

The recycling company placed a disposal 
bin at our premises for a third consecutive 
year in order to dispose of recyclable 
electronic waste. 

Such waste is then transferred to licensed 
alternative management facilities where 
it is subjected to proper depollution 
treatment. 

Special treatment, due to hazardous 
materials, is required for batteries, which 

are collected and delivered to 
a special battery recycling 

system, capacitors and 
s w i t c h e s .  T h e  l a t t e r 
two are transferred to 
app rop r i a te  re c yc l i ng 
plants in Germany.

Moreover, the IT Division 
of HERACLES has set specific 

initiatives for 2008, aiming at cutting 
down on the energy consumption of IT 
systems (e.g. servers) group-wide, thus 
reducing the cooling needs of these 
systems. These initiatives consist in the 
optimisation of the hardware by adopting 
new technologies that are friendlier 
for the environment (blade centers, 
virtualization) and require fewer servers; 
as a result less energy is consumed for 
operation and cooling. Similarly, these 

initiatives are also extended to simple 
PCs used in the Company, where energy 
saving measures are applied in line with 
the Energy Star 4.0 standard.
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«ΠΡ.Α.Κ.Σ.Η.» with the cooperation 
of French Foresters  
Visit to afflicted areas in Evia and Pilio

In the framework of its special support 
program “ΠΡ.Α.Κ.Σ.Η.” (Heracles Solidarity 

and Support Program /PRAKSI) and with the 
valuable contribution of the French Embassy, 
HERACLES has established a partnership 
with the French National Forest Organisation 
(Organization Nationale des Forets - ONF) 
aiming at proposing substantial solutions 
for the fire-afflicted areas of Evia and Pilio. 
Such solutions include proposals on fire 
prevention, training of patrol members and 
environmental restoration.

This visit was organized with the valuable 
intervention of Mr. Jerôme Frouté, Attaché 
of the French Embassy in Athens, and is part 
of a broader Greek-French agreement for 
the provision of assistance to fire-afflicted 
areas in Greece. The purpose of the visit 
was to gather information that will help in 
the submission of «suggested solutions» for 
the affected areas. These proposals will be 
submitted at a subsequent stage.

In the beginning of February, a delegation 
comprising two ONF foresters, the head 
of the partnership mission in Greece, 
Mr. Yvon Duché and the expert forester, 
Mr. Rémi Savazzi, under the supervision 
of Mr. Serge Colin, Sponsor of the PRAKSI 

Program and accompanied by Mr. Themis 
Filippou, Program Manager, visited areas in 
Evia and Pilio.

The delegation visited burnt areas both in 
Evia and in Pilio and had two consecutive 
meetings with the local authorities, the Forest 
Service and the Fire Department in each area, 
recorded their requests and remarks and 
examined the local environment.

ONF team & Mr. Themis Filippou visiting burnt areas in Evia
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Moreover, a joint meeting with the 6 Mayors 
of the municipalities mostly affected and 
local authority representatives took place 
in Evia. In this meeting the needs of the 
areas were analysed and specific proposals 
were discussed in order to be studied by the 
French foresters.

ONF representatives visited these areas again 
at the end of March and presented proposed 
action plans to the Local Authorities (Prefects, 
Mayors etc.), as well as to the various project 
organisations.

More specifically, from 31 March until 5 April 
the French forester Mr. Rémi Savazzi visited 
the afflicted areas in Evia and had successive 
meetings with the Fire Department in 
Karystos, Kymi and Halkis, where proposals 
regarding water tank installation locations, 
the organisation of patrols and the possibility 
to integrate new patrols on 4x4 vehicles 
were discussed. He also met with the Chief 
Foresters of Kymi and Halkis to discuss the 
performance of a fire simulation program.

He also met 6 Mayors of Evia (Amarynthos, 
Avlona, Dystia, Konistra, Stira, Tamynea) 
in order to present the ONF proposals and 
review previous discussions with fire and 
forest services. The discussion also covered 
water tank installation locations, patrol 
training and the possible dates as well as the 
participants of training courses to be carried 
out in France. 

The meetings and the constructive co-
operation between France and Greece, 
always in the framework of the Program, will 
be continued so as to find the better possible 
solutions to the problems of the afflicted 
areas as well as their future protection.

Mr Savazzi meeting with the Mayors

Our intention is to ensure that 

the proposals and know-how of 

French foresters will substantially 

contribute to fire protection 

and prevention efforts, and also 

that the results of the successive 

meetings will be constructively 

utilized for the restoration and 

protection of the

 natural environment. 
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Local communities

Reforestation campaign in the Municipality 
of Tamynea
Effective participation of our colleagues in Milaki

In an effort to make greenery grow again 
and boost hope and optimism in Evia, a 

new reforestation campaign was launched 
under the auspices of the Municipality of 
Tamynea on 1st March 2008. 

This  campaign wi l l  inc lude a l l  the 
Municipality districts that were afflicted by 
fires last summer and all the inhabitants, 
friends, agencies and schools of the area 
can take part.

The Milaki plant is actively involved in 
this effort through voluntary service 
of employees, purchase and transport 
of saplings, supply of participants with 
hats and caps, as well as light lunch for 
everyone.

In a short speech, Ms Ekaterini Karapa, 
Mayor of Al iver i ,  talked about the 
importance of reforestation and thanked 
HERACLES and other sponsors warmly. 
In a symbolic gesture, she also planted 
the first tree at the Nireas Coast of the 
Municipality of Tamynea.

Η κα. Καράπα συμμετέχει στην αναδάσωση
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Playground donation 
to the Fire-Stricken Communities
Bringing hope and joy to chldren

R esponding to the requests of the people 
who were recently stricken by the fire, 

as well as the request of the Conservation 
and Environmental Union “VIAS” of Akti 
Nireos in Evia, our Company built and 
donated a fully equipped playground to 
the local community. 

Making sure that the equipment meets 
all international safety rules, HERACLES 
wanted to bring joy and optimism to small 
children with the disaster graven on their 
memory. 

School field trips at the Halkis 
and Milaki Plants

School field trips are an ongoing feature! In December, sixteen 
students of the Halkis Institute for Vocational Training (I.E.K.), 

who specialize as “Construction Works Technicians”, visited the 
Halkis Plant to learn about the production cycle of the Plant and 
have a first direct contact with the cement industry. The students 
were shown around the Plant’s premises by engineer Charis 
Demertzis, who was happy to answer their questions. 

Moreover, another field trip took place in March: this time fifth 
and sixth graders of the 8th Halkis Elementary School visited the 
Milaki Plant to know more about the plant that is based in their 
Prefecture. 
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Lafarge world

Acquisition of Orascom Cement  
from LAFARGE

On Januar y 23rd, 2008, Lafarge 
announced the  acqu i s i t ion  of 

100% of Orascom Cement, the leading 
cement group in the Middle East and 
the Mediterranean Basin. This operation 
is a decisive acceleration of the Group’s 
strategy in fast-growing, highly profitable 
emerging markets.

Orascom Cement, a highly 
profitable cement leader in 
emerging markets

Orascom Cement is an emerging markets 
cement leader, with number-one positions 
in the key markets of Egypt, Algeria, 
United Arabs Emirates and Iraq. The 
company also has strategic positions in 
other growth markets in the region (Saudi 
Arabia, Syria and Turkey) and is located in 
several high-potential markets in Africa 
and Asia (South Africa, Nigeria, Pakistan 
and North Korea). Orascom Cement’s key 
figures are: 

• a wealth of talented human resources, 
with a unique experience in developing 
cement activities in emerging markets,

• 10 new or recent facilities with cement 
capacity of 35 million tons in 2008 
increasing to 45 million tons in 2010,

• projected annual sales growth of 30% 
and annual E.B.I.T.D.A growth of 33% 
(2007-2010),

• operating margin of over 40% in 2008 
thanks to very low production costs,

• projected sales of $2.6 billion and 
E.B.I.T.D.A of $1.3 billion in 2008,

• superior cash flow generation with Free 
cash flow over $1 billion in 2008.

Emerging markets

Significant potential for growth.

The worldwide market for cement

is worth around 2 billion euros 

and is growing at a rate of 5% 

per annum

A value creating 
transaction with 
considerable synergies 

Orascom Cement provides Lafarge with 
unparalleled exposure to the Middle East 
and Mediterranean Basin, a region with 
exceptional growth potential driven by 
buoyant oil and natural gas revenues, strong 
economic and demographic growth, rapid 
urbanization and immense infrastructure 
needs.

Through Orascom Cement, Lafarge will 
penetrate these fast growing and very 
profitable markets, with high potential. 
Orascom Cement’s geographical presence 
is highly complementary with Lafarge’s 
current emerging markets portfolio and is 
located at the center of our geographical 
presence. Lafarge takes the lead in 
emerging markets, through its presence in 
all of the world’s fastest-growing regions. 
With this acquisition and Lafarge’s current 
construction program of 45 million tons, 
the Group will add a total of 90 million tons 
of production capacity located mainly in 
emerging markets.

This operation marks a decisive step in 
the Group’s cement strategy, accelerates 
growth, creates the best performing player 
in the sector, enriches our pool of talents 
and opens new possibilities for future 
development.
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Bruno Lafont, Chairman and C.E.O 
of Lafarge

“This transaction allows us to substantially 
raise our 2010 financial targets for E.P.S, 
R.O.C.E and free cash flow. The Group’s 
transformation is accelerating. Lafarge is 
well prepared to enter this new growth 
phase, become the best performing player 
in the sector in terms of growth, costs 
and results, and be the leader in emerging 
markets.”
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Annual Resuls 2007 
Lafarge Group 

(Extract from the press release of Lafarge on February 14th 2008)

The Board of Directors of Lafarge, chaired by Bruno Lafont, met on February 13th, 2008 to approve the accounts 
for the financial year to December 31, 2007.

• Sales 

up 4% to €17.614 million 

Organic growth: up 7%

• Current operating income 

up 17% to €3.242 million

• Operating margin up sharply to 18,4% 

from 16,4% to 2006

• Free cash flow:

up 23% to €1,7 billion      

• Net income Group share 

up 39% to €1.909 million       

• Earnings per share  

up 41% to €11,05 

• Dividend per share  

up 33% to €4 subject to AGM approval

• Improvement in Return on capital employed 

to 11% from 9.4% in 2006

Bruno Lafont, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of Lafarge, declared:

“In 2007, Lafarge demonstrated its ability to accelerate. The Excellence 2008 objectives for 
growth in earnings per share and return on capital employed were exceeded in 2007, a year 
early. The cost reduction target for 2008 will also be exceeded substantially.

Cement demand worldwide has experienced uninterrupted growth over nearly twenty 
years, regardless of economic fluctuations. By building new capacity in fast growing 
markets and thanks to the acquisition of Orascom Cement, Lafarge is ideally positioned 
to benefit fully from this growth. We are therefore confirming the high targets we have 
set ourselves for 2010. In 2008, we will make an important step towards achieving these 
targets. In this context, at the next AGM, the Board will propose a 33% increase in the 
dividend, to €4 per share. ” 

Positive outlook for 2008

• The fundamentals of our sector remain 

sound, and Lafarge is well armed to 

make the difference in 2008. There are 

still considerable construction needs 

in emerging markets. We anticipate 

further growth in world demand in 

spite of weak demand in the US and the 

slowdown in Spain.

• We foresee another year of growth in 
our Aggregates & Concrete business, 
with a strong increase in emerging 
markets in particular.

• We anticipate further increases in 
energy and transportation costs.

• The cost reduction program will continue 
to generate substantial savings in 2008. 
The target will be exceeded and should 
reach €400 million by the end of 2008, 
instead of €340 million.

• We expect another increase in our 
earnings in 2008.

• We confirm our 2010 targets of 
earnings per share of more than 
€15, return on capital employed 
after tax of more than 12% and free 
cash flow of more than €3.5 billion.
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Lafarge world

Group highlights of 2007

• Acce lerated achievement of  the 
Excellence 2008 strategic plan, with 
most 2008 objectives exceeded a 
year early. In two years, earnings per 
share have increased by 32% a year on 
average, operating margin has improved 
from 15.5% to 18.4%, return on capital 
employed has increased by 250 basis 
points to 11% and free cash flow has 
doubled to reach €1,726 million.

• Cost reduction program 70% completed, 
i.e. €240 million at the end of 2007. 
Cost reduction target will be exceeded 
and is expected to reach €400 million 
by the end of 2008 instead of €340 
million.

• Announcement of the acquisition of 
Orascom Cement on December 10, 
2007, finalized on January 23, 2008. 
Successful start-up of new plants in 
northern Iraq and Algeria.

• Continuation of the program to build 45 
million tonnes of new cement capacity 
by 2010. With the 5 million tonnes of 
Orascom, 14 million tonnes in total are 
planned to start in 2008.

• Improvement in safety performance, 
with the frequency of lost-time incidents 
halved between the end of 2005 and 
the end of 2007.

• Excellent performance of our Cement 
and Aggregates & Concrete operations 
in North America, in spite of the 
slowdown in the US residential market: 
current operating income was up 24% 
in US$ in these two activities over the 
year, in spite of lower volumes.

• Launch of two new value-added concrete 
products, Extensia and Chronolia, in 
France, the UK, and North America.

• Announcement of «Sustainabil it y 
Ambitions 2012», our plan made up 
of new objectives which are precise, 
dated and measured each year. 
With this plan, Lafarge renews its 

commitment to feature among the 
best-performing international industrial 
groups in terms of employee health 
and safety, environmental protection, 
social responsibility and corporate 
governance.

• Completion of €500 million share 
buyback program.

• Divestment of the Roofing business 
and of our assets in Central Anatolia, 
Turkey.

Ηighlights by business
CEMENT: Solid growth in emerging 
markets and visible cost cutting

• Sales up: +7% to €10,280 million over 
the year; +7% to €2,536 million in the 
4th quarter.

• Current operating income up: +18% to 
€2,481 million over the year; +11% to 
621 million in the 4th  quarter.

• Strong impact of the cost reduction 
program across all regions.

• Operating margin up very sharply: 
24.1% vs. 21.8% in 2006.

• Return on capital employed up to 12.1% 
from 10.3% in 2006.

• Positive volume and pricing trends 
across most of our markets, particularly 
in emerging markets, which accounted 
for 53% of the Cement business’s sales 
and current operating income over the 
year.

Our operations in North America are 
resisting well: despite lower volumes, 
our earnings increased by 12.2% during 
the year in local currency, while the 
operating margin moved up 250 basis 
points, thanks to solid pricing, cost 
reductions, and lower import volumes.
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AGGREGATES & CONCRETE:  
Outstanding results thanks to strong 
pricing, cost cutting and increased 
penetration of value-added products

• Sales up: +2% to €6,597 million over 
the year; +1% to €1,631 million in the 
4th quarter.

• Current operating income up: +28% 
to €721 million over the year; +35% to 
€190 million in the 4th quarter.

• Steep increase in operating margin to 
10.9% from 8.7% in 2006, thanks to 
good price management and the cost 
reduction program.

• Return on capital employed up 200 
basis points to 11.7% from 9.7% in 
2006.

• Excellent performance in North America 
in spite of lower volumes: current 
operating income increased 39% in 
local currency over the year.

• Current operating income in emerging 
markets increased by 45%.

• Further growth in the contribution from 
value-added concrete products, which 
accounted for over 20% of volumes, 
compared to 16% in 2006. 
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Lafarge world

In early March in Vienna, Lafarge awarded 
the Performance Awards 2007 to top-

performing units. In this event, the 
previous year was reviewed and priorities 
for 2008 were set. 

The main award categories were:

Safety: This category had 65 candidatures 
with in it iat ives a iming at at t itude 
improvement.

Industrial Excellence: There were 55 
candidatures.

In this category, Greece won the second 
prize in two sectors: one for best 
contribution to fixed cost reduction 
– with France getting the first prize 
– and another for top improvement 
of the cement/clinker ratio in 2007 
compared to 2006 – with Poland 
getting the first prize. Cost reduction is 
an essential factor for better resource 
management, improved production 
and overall operations.  

Customers: There were 31 candidatures  
regarding initiatives for the improvement 
of the promotion for new products and 
services to customers.

People Development: There were 50 
candidatures and actions regarding the 
development of Lafarge human resources.

During the event next year’s agenda 
regarding safety, people development, 
cost reduction and internal growth was 
also discussed. Safety remains a top 
priority and Zero Accidents is once again 
the Group’s top objective. 

Greece had a major presence in the event, 
headed by Mr. S. Sebbar, all members of 

the Management Committee, the three 
Plant Managers, as well as Mr. S. Zacharis, 
Ms A. Patroumba and Ms. B. Gazidelli.

Mr. K. Giannaros, our Volos Plant Manager, 
presented the Safety Program called 
“PERNO THESI” (Take a Stance), while 
Mr. Ath. Babos, the Milaki Plant Manager, 
presented the use of PPE required for Work 
at Height and talked about the relevant 
training of HERACLES staff. Moreover, 
Mr. S. Zacharis, our B.U. Safety Manager, 
referred to a Safe Driving Program that is 
in progress in Greece.

Performance Awards 2007
Two awards to Greece
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E ric Olsen is American and, since 
September 2007, is Vice President of 

the Organization and Human Resources 
Department of the Lafarge Group. He 
visited Greece between the 19th and the 
21st of February. During his visit, he met 
with the members of the Company’s 
Executive Committee and discussed 
issues concerning his domain and Greek 
reality. He also held meetings with several 
managers of the company, in order to 
make their personal acquaintance and to 
talk about important issues within their 

competences. Moreover, he visited the 
Milaki plant, the quarry and the port, 
obtaining a full picture of company’s 
operations in this specific plant. We have 
the opportunity to learn about Mr. Olsen’s 
carrier path, starting from his student 
years until his current position in the 
Lafarge Group.

Eric Olsen
Executive Vice President, Organization and Human Resources

Eric Olsen holds a Bachelor of Science degree in finance and accounting from the University of Colorado, and a Master 
of Business Administration degree from the Institut Superieur des Affaires (HEC) in Paris, France.

In 1988, Eric Olsen started his carrier as a senior accountant at Deloitte & Touche in New York. Then, he attended 
business school in France to get an MBA in 1992 and 1993. He then worked in investment banking at Paribas in Paris, 
as a senior associate. From 1993 to 1999, he was a partner in the consulting firm of Trinity Associates in Greenwich, 
Connecticut.

Olsen joined Lafarge North America in 1999 as Senior Vice President of strategy and development. In 2001, he was 
appointed President of the company’s northeast cement operations. Olsen also served as Senior Vice President of 
purchasing for Lafarge North America. In 2004, he became the Executive Vice President and Chief Financial Officer of 
Lafarge North America. As of September 2007, he will be Lafarge Executive Vice President, Organization and Human 
Resources.
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Customers & Products

Guillaume Roux visits 
a Greek customer

By the end of the year, Mr. Guillaume 
Roux ,  Co - P res ident  of  Cement 

Operat ions ,  v i s i ted the ready-mix 
concrete plant “PREMIX” located in Agios 
Stephanos (Attica region), owned by our 
customer Nikolaos Kourtelis. Mr. Roux 
was accompanied by George Melatos, 
Sales General Manager, Yannis Louvaris, 
Operation Demestic Sales Manager, and 
Argyris Bratsolias, Sector Manager of 
Central Greece and Eastern Peloponnese.

Mr. Kourtelis showed the visitors around 
the plant and talked to them about 
the conditions of the market, as well as 

about the problems currently faced in the 
cement sector.

Mr. Roux showed great interest in the 
Greek cement industry, and in the market’s 
prospects for fur ther development. 
Indeed, he focused on the plant’s safety 
conditions and politely noted areas of 
possible improvement in the specific plant 
and the ways in which improved safety 
can be achieved.

Building value 
in customer approach

In their effort to face the “discount 
pressure” and the continuously increasing 

“commoditization” trend, most companies 
should rescrutinize their corporate 
philosophy as regards their operating 
methods and commercial policy.

Cement suppliers /producers should 
adopt a business philosophy based on 
their ability to clearly and substantially 
communicate the Value that they can 
produce for customers and should apply 
this philosophy by using an approach 
called “Customer value management”. 
This approach constitutes an ongoing and 
practical approach in modern markets, 
with two principal objectives:

1.  to generate the highest possible value 
in the market segments and for the 
targeted customers,

2.  to repay an equitable return to suppliers 
for the value that they generate and 
offer to customers.

In this context, HERACLES took part in a 
highly important project with a consulting 
group (PRTM), through which we identified 
the main segments of the bulk and bagged 
cement market, the segments’ needs and 
the particular customer features in each 
market segment, and we set basic targets 
(and measurement indices thereof) for 
meeting those needs.

Our further steps consisted in an in-depth 
analysis of each of our market segments 
and in the development of a specific Value 
Proposition, which will be consistent 
with our pricing policy, with the product 
range offered in each segment, with the 
skills of the Sales department serving 
these customers, as well as with the 
back office operations that will support 
sales development based on the specific 
features of each customer group.

Nowadays most companies set extremely 
ambitious goals: two-digit growth rate 
and continuously increasing profitable 
annual  grow th.  Based on such an 
aggressive policy, these companies strive 
to develop a “Value Proposition” that will 
act as a lever for the materialization of 
their corporate commercial plans and for 
the company’s positioning as “preferred 
supplier” mainly in the minds of most 
important customers.

The project we carried out for HERACLES 
showed that we should work on the creation 
of Value Propositions that should be:

1.  “Distinctive” – significantly superior 
to the competition’s and ranked by 
customers as virtually unique,

2.  “Measurab le” –  they should be 
composed of tangible differentiation 
points in relation to competition, that 
can be measured and evaluated in 
economic terms,

From the left: N. Kourtelis, G.Roux, Y. Louvaris, 
A. Bratsolias and V. Hiladakis, Manager of the Unit
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3.  “Sus ta inable” –  they should be 
applicable for longer periods, aiming 
at future, continuous, sustainable 
development.

Focusing on value creation, the f irst 
thought that can be made as to the 
benefits that HERACLES can gain from 
creating superior value, is connected with 

the pricing policy to be enforced. If we are 
indeed in the position to offer superior 
value to the customer, then we can 
demand a price premium for our products 
and services.

However, in very competitive markets/
categories the achievement of a price 
premium is unfortunately not always 

feasible. We can visualize the profitability 
of a supplier, and the way in which this 
profitability is shaped by the customer’s 
contribution towards it, with the following 
graph:

A supplier may try to increase incentives 
for  achiev ing premium pr ices (the 
customers should essentially identify clear 
reasons for which they are willing to pay 
a premium price), or try to decrease the 
overall cost to serve customers.

Generally, if the value offered to the 

customer by the supplier is strongly 

acknowledged, the supplier will 

differentiate himself and his products 

from the competition, while at the 

same time building a very “profitable” 

relationship with the customer, 

as the supplier will constitute 

the “preferred supplier” generating 

value in this relationship

The most 
important thing in 
communication 
is hearing what 
isn’t said.

Peter Drucker

Customer’s contribution to profitability

Strong incentive for achieving higher prices Total cost of customer service

More profitable marketing mixPremium prices Market share 

(we pursue bigger shares, in 
order to reduce competitive 

pressure)

Elimination of value 
“leakage” (we avoid 
what does not build 

value in our relationship 
with customers)
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Heracles actions

If there are times when you feel desperate 
and  you can’t find a solution…

If you know the solution, but you don’t 
know how to implement it…

If you know what you want, but you feel 
you are obstructed in getting it…

…Then maybe we can help.

A “Procedures Simplification” team was 
set up and has been operating for the 
past four months with the following main 
objectives:

• Reduce current levels of bureaucracy 

•  Reduce frustration caused by minor 
every-day issues 

The member s  of  the  “P rocedures 
Simplification” team are Vicky Gazidelli, 
Anastassia Katraki, Lena Belsi, Lefteris 
Faidros and Kostas Holevas.

In the first two months, the team mainly 
dealt with Purchasing. It has already 
managed to simplify certain procedures, 
such as: 

•  Approval of contracts for individual 
works or services with the use of 
standard, pre-approved contract forms 
which are only approved in SAP and are 
simply registered in the CMS after their 
signing

•   Modification of the procedure for the 
creation of supplier and change of data, 
with less requests and approvals

The team has also activated mechanisms for 
the correction of some other procedures, 
such as the establishment of a work team 
who will set up a SAP-CMS interface, so 
that automatic updates concerning these 
two currently separate systems can be 
made.

The team's activities, however, apply in 
all the Company's f ields. Everybody’s 
contribution is thus necessary. Issues 
causing to al l  of us dai ly trouble – 
frustration and waste of time – are usually 
simple. At the same time, we sometimes 
don’t pay attention to them, precicely 
because they are simple!

The “Procedures Simplification” 

team appeals to you who 

have identified a relevant issue 

to let us know about it:

… Send a written message 

or an e-mail

… Call 

… Join one of the team’s 

meetings and tell us about 

your problem 

They assure you they will 

do our best to make you feel 

and work better. 

Now there is a solution!
“Procedures Simplification” team
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Travelling Policy 
for all the employees of the Group 

In the framework of implementing 
HERACLES principles of action and 

complying with Lafarge standards, a new 
Travelling Policy has been established and 
is currently implemented in the Company; 
the policy applies to all the Group’s 
employees travelling in Greece or abroad 
for professional purposes.

The main objective of the new Policy is to 
provide optimum organisation of business 
trips in order to ensure safety as well as 
time and cost management. Always in 
line with Lafarge principles, this Policy 
is intended to provide clear and useful 
instructions covering  various expenses.

The Executive Comittee and the Operational 
Committee are responsible for the 
application of the new Policy, while 
the General Services in collaboration 
with the Purchasing Department are 
responsible for the policy co-ordination 
and management. One colleague has 
been appointed as Policy «administrator» 
for each department; this person will be 
responsible for the relevant procedure and 
will ensure that our travelling is in line with 
the new Travelling Policy. 

Moreover, we will all be able to use our 
Company’s travel partners even for our 
personal or family trips. These partners’ 
data can be found in the Company 
policies in the Communication Library 
and in the Hotel guide in L.O. of Lafarge.

The new policy will help us organise 

and coordinate our business trips more 

effectively.

Training on the code of Business Conduct

In order to ensure full compliance with the 
corporate “Code of Business Conduct”, a 

training program has begun early this year 
for our employees to comprehend the 
content of the Code  of Business Conduct 
and its regulations on its application, 
management and control. 

This program was designed in collaboration 
with PriceWaterHouseCoopers, the HR 
Development Department, the Legal 
Department and Internal Audit and its 
objective is to offer participants in-depth 
knowledge of the Code’s main principles 
and values, so that they will be able to face 
relevant issues or problems that may arise.  

The program targets not only HERACLES 
executives, but also staff exposed to 
relevant risks (e.g. Sales, Purchasing, 
Supply Chain etc.). It also provides support 
to the Corporate Governance Code 
application by indicating the competent 

corporate bodies from which guidance 
can be obtained if necessary.

The training courses are carried out by 
PriceWaterHouseCoopers specialized 
trainers while the program is attended by 
one ExCom member each time.

The program’s main topics refer to:

• Legal and Regulatory Compliance

• Business Ethics

• Conflict of Interests

• Competition Policy

• Corruption - Fraud

• Internal Audit System

Approximately 70 persons were trained in 
the Code of Business Conduct by the end 
of March, while approx. 200 employees 
will have been trained until completion of 
the program (end of June).

Understanding the necessity to comply 
with the spirit and guidelines of the 
Code of Business Conduct is considered 
essential, since this will enhance the 
employees’ judgement while carrying out 
their responsibilities.
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Heracles actions

The Heracles 2008 Calendar
Paintings from the Company’s collection

Consistent with a tradition of fifty-
five years, the fifty fifth calendar of 

HERACLES is out now, containing a set 
of 14 paintings which are all unpublished 
works from our collection.

These works are presented in the pages 
of the HERACLES 2008 calendar which 
has been established as art calendar since 
1954, when the Company published 
its first calendar - always with original 
paintings.

In the calendar preface, the art 
critic Charis Kampouridis points out 
the following on this rare and very 
special collection: 

For over half a century, the calendars 
published by HERACLES General 
Cement Co., with unique illustrations 
of Greek painting, have been an 
everyday companion of inspiration 
and good taste not only for people in 
home-building and constructions but 
also for the broader public, who – in 
many cases – were introduced to the 
world of fine arts and leading Greek 
painters through these calendars.

Names that currently form the 
great artistic resources of Greece 
– Ghika, Yannis Tsarouchis, Yannis 
Moralis, Spyros Vassiliou, Yannis 
Spyropoulos, Panayotis Tetsis , 
Dimitris Galanis, Dimitris Mytaras, 
etc.- have given their own vision 
and touch to the pages of these 
calendars. Through their works of 
art which HERACLES had requested 
from the artists and from which the 
company selected the ones to be 
printed in its calendar each year. 

These paintings were then carefully 
kept in special areas and formed – as 
we all acknowledge – a significant 
collection of national importance, 
not only because it gathered the 
names of the most famous painters, 
but also because very often some 
of the most celebrated and famous 
paintings were kept amongst these 
works of art. Great museums have 
often asked to exhibit these paintings 
which have been frequently published 
in art books and catalogues.

When we look today, at this rich 
collection of over half a century, 
we see other paintings, which were 
not published in calendars the year 
that they were painted. However, 
within them exists a great power 
of expression that makes them 
as important and attractive, as 
those paintings that decorated the 
calendar pages. Sometimes however, 
their power is even greater. 

T h e r e  a r e  a l s o  p a i n t i n g s  o f 
leading artists such as Yannis 
Mora l i s  and  Panayot i s  Tet s i s 
as well as other modern artists 
– Petros Zoumpoulakis, Yorghis 
Varlamos, Pavlos Samios, Maria 
Filopoulou, Chryssa Verghi, Andreas 
Katsimardos, Dimitris Andreadakis, 
Daphne Angelidou, etc. – who have 
received acknowledgement during 
the past decades. 

They represent images of Greece– 
landscapes, illustrations of everyday 
life– with that particular colour and 
character that, on the one hand, 
indicates the talent and skills of 
the artist and, on the other hand, 
demonstrates the positive spirit with 
which they – and we, together – 
face life. 
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“Classic Memories in Greek Modern Art”

Following the success of the painting 
exhibition titled “Classic Memories in 
Greek Modern Art”, organised in China 
under the auspices of the Greek Ministry 
of Culture on the occasion of the 2008 
Olympic Games, the National Gallery 
Director Ms. Marina Lambraki-Plaka and 
the Ministry of Culture have decided to 
present this exhibition to the Athens 
public as well. 

The exhibition in Greece was enriched 
with works from our gallery by painters 
Vassileiou and Drougas; this contributed 
to a more complete presentation of the 
theme and it also enabled the National 
Gallery to present a particularly interesting 
subject in an integrated manner. 

The painting exhibition was inaugurated 
on  December 10th 2007 by the President of 
the Hellenic Republic Mr. Karolos Papoulias 
in the National Gallery and numerous 
politicians, diplomats, intellectuals, artists 

and businessmen attended the event. Ms 
Ekaterini Karapa, Mayor of Tamynai, and 
Mr Karkaletsis, Vice Mayor, also honoured 
us with their presence. The Chairman and 
the Managing Director of Heracles, as 

well as many other executives were also 
present. After his visit to the exhibition 
with the Minister of Culture Mr. M. Liapis 
and the National Gallery Director, Mr 
Papoulias expressed his contentment.

A t the end of 2007 LAVA had the 
opportunity to participate in the 

international exhibitions BATIMAT 2007 in 
Paris and BIG 5 SHOW in Dubai through 
two of its major customers.

In BATIMAT, the most important building 
materials and equipment exhibition in 
Europe, the Company took part through 
the  F rench company  COGES TONE 
FRANCE, a LAVA customer for a decade 

with constant growth in the French 
market, a tough market for pumic stone. 
Mr. Christos Kavafakis, Commercial 
Director of LAVA, attended the exhibition.

In BIG 5 SHOW, the most important 
bui ld ing mater ia l s  and equipment 
exhibition in the Middle East, LAVA 
participated through AL GAFIA TRADING 
CO., a customer for at least 15 years. The 
United Emirates and Arab Gulf market is 
a particularly big and promising market. 
The Company was represented by Mr. 
Eleftherios Faidros, Managing Director 
and General Manager, and Mr. Christos 
Kavafakis, Sales Manager.  

LAVA participates in 
international exhibitions 

Mrs Karapa and Mr Karkaletsis with executives of our Company
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Heracles, our family

New Year’s Pie celebration  
throughout the Group

I n all units of the Group, from the Head 
Offices to the Quarries and Distribution 

Terminals, employees gathered and 
celebrated the new year in the festive 
events organized by the Company. 

At the Head Offices Mr. Peter James 
Hoddinott, President for Western Europe 
of Lafarge and Vice-President of AGET 
HERACLES, was also present. Mr. Hoddinott 
expressed his best wishes for the new 
year, and in his brief speech he talked 
about Lafarge’s initiatives and values, with 
specific reference to the program that 
is globally implemented by the Group: 
Excellence 2008. He additionally stressed 
the importance of Safety for the Group, 
as well as the need for each employee’s 
sensitization in this matter. Referring to 
the death of Apostolos Zagas, Mr. Sebbar 

stressed the need for all employees to 
adopt specific safety measures in their 
working place.

At the Volos Plant, Mr. S. Sebbar proudly 
referred to the two years with no accidents 
that have been achieved at the Plant and 
encouraged the employees to persevere 
in their efforts. Volos Plant Manager, Mr. 
Giannaros, referred to the investments 
being made for the modernization of 
the plant, as well as for environmental 
protection, regarding the use of biomass 
and the lowering of CO2 emissions.

At the Milaki Plant, the celebration was 
held with the participation of numerous 
employees and guests. The Management 
was represented by Mr. S. Sebbar, Mr. 
S. Colin, Mr. G. Melatos and Mr. M. 

Michelis. In his brief speech, Mr. A. Babos, 
Plant Manager, provided a review of the 
previous year’s activities, thanked the 
personnel for their contribution and set 
the targets for 2008. Moreover, Mr. E. 
Faidros, General Manager of E.VI.E.S.K., 
referred to the future avtivities of the 
company. The Mayor of Tamynaia, Ms. 
Aikaterini Karapa, the Mayor of Dystia, 
Mr. Kostas Mastrokostas, and other 
representatives of the Local Authorities 
and Unions were also present. 

At the Halkis Plant, the celebration took 
place at a local entertainment venue, 
where the employees and their spouses 
were invited. There were also numerous 
management representatives, among 
which S. Sebbar, S. Colin, G. Melatos, J.-R. 
Licari and L. Provata. 

LAVA Quarry in Gyali D.C. Rio Volos Plant D.C. Igoumenitsa

Halkis Plant D.C. Thessaloniki Head Offices
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Moreover, Lafarge Beton held the traditional 
New Year’s celebration at a music hall 
in Athens,with the presence of the 
management team and the employees from 
the Head Offices and the Attica Region. 
Among the guests were representatives 
of HERACLES Management, as well 
as employees from many units and 
quarries. During the celebration, Mr. 
Didier Petetin, Managing Director of the 
Lafarge Beton, referred to the results 
and the expectations for the new year, 

while Mr. Nikos Spathariotis, Attica’s 
Regional Manager, thanked all of his close 
colleagues for the remarkable business 
relations that have been created.  

Additionally, during the celebrations in all 
Distribution Terminals G. Michos, General 
Manager for Supply Chain & Marketing 
and N. Lykomitros, Head for Distribution 
Terminals and Equipment, were present, 
while most celebrations were attended by 
G. Melatos, General Sales Manager, and 
G. Louvaris, Sales Manager for Greece, 

as well as by many other guests. In all 
Distribution Centres the Management’s 
representatives stressed, in their speeches, 
the importance of safety and the efforts 
that have to be made by the company as a 
whole in order to ensure Zero Accidents. 

Finally, the traditional cutting of the New 
Year’s pie at the three LAVA quarries 
was attended by El. Faidros, CEO and 
General Manager of the Company, in the 
presence of Local Authorities from the 
municipalities of the quarries area.

Lafarge Beton D.C. Iraklion Milaki Plant D.C. Drapetsona

Awards for large families 
of the Magnesia Prefecture

I n a beautiful ceremony at the Cultural 
Centre  of  the Ho ly  Cathedra l  of 

Demetrias, the traditional awarding for 
large families of the Magnesia Municipality 
took place in January. Awards were given 
to new large family mothers, to pupils 
who received academic distinctions in 
Junior High School and High School, as 
well as to all students that were accepted 
in Universities and Polytechnics of the 
country. The event was attended by the 
Vice-Minister of Internal Affairs, Mr. 

Ath. Nakos, Deputy of the Parliament, 
Mr. G. Sourlas, Vice President of the 
Hellenic Parliament, Ms. Rodoula Zissi, 
the Mayor of Volos, Mr. Alekos Voulgaris, 
the Vice-Prefects Mr. Dimitris Mergialis 
and Ms. Dia Vouvaloudi, along with other 
representatives from Local Authorities. 
The event was sponsored by HERACLES, 
that was represented by Mr. Giannaros, 
Plant Manager, and Mr. A. Kremastas, 
Human Resources Manager. 
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Heracles, our family

The retirees of HERACLES celebrate 
the cutting of the New Year’s Pie  

The retired employees of the Milaki Plant of HERACLES 
celebrated the cutting of their Union’s New Year’s 

pie. The event was attended by numerous guests 
including the President of the Cement Federation, Mr. 
Theof. Stathopoulos, as well as representatives of the 
Plant’s Management and personnel.

E vents, filled with colors, surprises, 
creativity and beautiful presents were 

organized for our little friends too. 

The children in Athens had the chance to 
have fun in a central Athenian hotel and 
were entertained by magicians, clowns, 
craftworks, balloons and music.

The children of our Volos colleagues saw 
the theatre play “A Christmas Carol” by 
Charles Dickens - organized by the Drama 
School of the Cultural Organization of the 
Volos Municipality –  and experienced the 
misfortunes of greedy Ebenezer Scrooge. 
Moreover, the “Traditional Children 
Orchestra of Nea Ionia” played Christmas 
carols from all parts of Greece, while 
the children themselves recited festive 
poems.

The children of the other two plants, Halkis 
and Milaki, had real fun with the show 
“The Miser” by Molière, organized by the 
children team “ONEIROPOLISI” of Katia 
Dandoulaki’s theatre. The celebrations 
in Mylaki also featured Christmas songs 

played by the choir of Saint George’s 
Cultural Centre.

Representatives of the Management 
expressed their wishes to the children, 
who all received beautiful Christmas 
presents.

Children’s events   
throughout the Group
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New blood donation
for the employees and their families  

Following a new initiative of the Union 
from the Head Offices, “ENOSI”, many 

colleagues donated blood for the needs of 
the employees and their families. 

A blood donation day was also organized 
at the Volos Plant, through the Mobile 
Unit of the Achillopouleios Hospital of 
Volos. The response and participation of 
the people was touching, as the number 
of blood bottles that were collected 
surpassed all expectations and confirmed 
the employees’ sensitization as regards 
donation.

In the short interview below, the President 
of the Union, Vassilis Eleftheriou, talks 
about the blood donation-related activities 
and initiatives undertaken by ENOSI.

Mr. Eleftheriou, when did the “ENOSI” 
Union first organize blood donation events 
and how has the Union’s blood bank 
developed so far?

Our Union started organizing its first 
blood donation events in 1986. Initially, 
public participation was significant, as 
the colleagues donating blood were 
numerous and the average age rate was 
relatively low. Due to large attendance, 
we had the possibility to categorize 
blood that we received and thus know 
which of our colleagues belonged to rare 
blood groups in case of emergencies. Up 
to 1998, the Blood Bank operated with 
great participation, but unfortunately 
from that time until 2004 our operations 
were limited. In 2004 new efforts were set 
forth in order to increase participation. 

How many employees are regular donors?

Our donor members are approximately 
35 in total. However, depending on their 
availability, each blood donating event 
cannot count on more than 25 donors.

Is it possible for employees to turn to you 
in case they or any member of their family 
are in urgent need of blood, and what is the 
procedure to be followed?

They can certainly turn to us. With a simple 
application, employees can request blood 
for themselves or f irst degree family 
members. For each of our members there 
are 2-3 bottles available, while for relatives 
one bottle.

Does the Union develop other society-
minded initiatives?

We occasionally support financially various 
society-minded organizations, such as 
UNICEF, as well as institutions for people 
with special abilities – each time according 
to the needs that arise.

Would you like to communicate a general 
message to all colleagues?

I would like to call all colleagues, and 
especially the younger ones, regardless of 
whether they are members of the Union 
or not, to donate blood. It should be 
known that our immediate blood needs 
are 30-35 bottles annually. In order to be 
able to cater for our colleagues’ needs, 
we should have a permanent supply of 50 
bottles, which is something that we have 
not been able to achieve so far.

I would also like to mention that we 
were pleasantly surprised during the last 
donation event, when among our donors 
there were also Mr. Saad Sebbar and the 
General Managers, Giorgios Melatos and 
Giorgos Michos. I sincerely hope that their 
gesture will act as an example for all the 
employees of the Group.
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Heracles, our family

Excursion to Meteora  

In mid-march, members and friends 
of the “ALLILEGGYI” Union had the 

opportunity to participate in another 
two-day excurs ion. The tr ip’s f i r s t 
destination was the impressive location 
of Meteora, where the group visited the 
Monastery of the Great Meteoro, one 
of the largest and oldest monasteries 
of the area. Visitors admired both the 
grandeur and the solemn atmosphere 
of the Church, as well as the imposing 
nature of the landscape and the awe 
produced by the panoramic view from 
the holy rocks. The excursionists stayed 
at a hotel in the village of Kalambaka, 
and in the evening they danced and sang 
to the sounds of traditional and modern 
music. On the next day, the return route 
included stops in beautiful villages of 
the Trikala area, scaterred among the fir 
trees of Mount Pindos, such as Pertouli, 
built at an altitude of 1,250 meters, and 
Elati, one of the most beautiful mountain 
resorts of Greece.

Another success for Athina

Our colleague Athina Chatzistyli took 
part in the 1st Track Cup, which was 

held at the Olympic Velodrome of Athens 
with the participation of 180 athletes from 
all over Greece. She took part in the two 
endurance races: Points Race 15 km and 
Scratch 7.5 km, winning the 2nd and 3rd 
place respectively. 

Commenting on her achievement, she said: 
“I am extremely satisfied. The competition 
period has just started and everything 
shows that I am in very good shape. It 
is however fairly soon and there is still a 
lot of work to be done until the Greek 
Championship at the end of May. I would 

like to express my heartfelt gratitude to 
the company for their support and to all 
my colleagues, whose care towards me has 
honestly moved me!”  

One of two additional pleasant surprises 
was the participation of the National Male 
Sprint Team two days before their departure 
for the 4th World Cup in Denmark, where a 
good performance will ensure qualification 
for the Beijing Olympic Games. The other 
surprise was the high turnout of the public 
that crowded the stadium.
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Distinction in Europe

K onstantinos, the son of our colleague 
Stavros Lambrou, Human Resources 

Manager at the Halkis Plant, is a shining 
star in football and a hope for the future 
of Greek football. Konstantinos, following 
his distinction in two European Youth 
Football Tournaments, moved to the 
Netherlands in 2005, at the age of 14, 
where the team FEYENOORD managed 
to win him over. After two years at the 
Feyenoord academy, the National Youth 
Team of Greece invited him as its main 
goalkeeper, while at the same time he 
signed a professional contract with the 
Dutch team. 

In August he participated with the Greek 
National Youth Team in the European 
Youth Championship held in Switzerland, 
where the Greek National Team managed 
to qualify for the Semifinals in Ireland.

We wish Konstantinos good luck and we 
hope to see him wearing the colors of the 
Greek National Youth and Senior Team in 
the future.

Poetry collection 
by Michalis Detsis

M ichalis Detsis, the son of our colleague 
Dimitrios Detsis in the Volos Plant, 

produced his f irst poetry collection 
entitled “Hidden before us”, with poems 
inspired by love and friendship, but also 
by the alienation of city-dwellers. The 
book was produced with the collaboration 

of Konstantinos Ragias and was issued 
by the bookstore “GNOSI” in the city of 
Larissa. Michalis was born in Volos in 1987 
and is currently a student at the Faculty 
of Psycology at the Aristotle University in 
Thessaloniki. 

Happy news

Οur colleague Michalis Psarros from Head Offices became the father of a little girl 
and Giorgos Benos of a little boy. Other colleagues from the Halkis Plant were also 

delighted at the arrival of a new member in their families: Ilias Kakotrichis and Nikos 
Manolis had a daughter, while Charalambos Kouris and Konstantinos Sassanis had a son. 
Best wishes to all!

Konstantinos, fourth from the left
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For your info

Sedentary life and exercise  

Work, stress and sedentary life: these 
are the conditions of our every day 

life style. Unfortunately, it is true that 
modern life with all its comforts, dietary 
habits and, above all, the lack of physical 
exercise in our daily practice, has alienated 
us from Aristotle’s “natural life”, our 
contact with nature and the outlets that 
it offers.

Contemporary people, especially city-
dwellers, should constantly seek simple, 
everyday ways to work out, to improve 
their physical condition and preserve 
their physical and mental health. Exercise 
should be their way of life.

The most common effect on people 
leading a sedentary life is that their body 
sooner or later becomes stiff and they 
experience pains on their back and limps 
(bone-muscular syndromes). Prolonged 
immobility leads to shrinkage of the 
muscles that protect the back and upper 
limbs. In certain cases, it takes 6 months 
for the back to recover, but even then, 
muscles never return to their original 
normal condition. Furthermore, the lack 
of physical exercise has been mainly 
implicated in people’s poor health and 
serious illnesses, such as cardiovascular 
diseases, hypertension, diabetes, obesity, 
some forms of cancer as well as mental 
disorders. 

Nonetheless, we should not use the lack 
of time or the adverse urban conditions 
as excuses. Daily life offers more work-out 
opportunities than we can imagine.

The easiest way to do some physical 
exercise daily is to use stairways rather 
than lifts. As a form of exercise, we can 
climb up and down the stairs from the 
ground to the last floor at home for 15 
minutes everyday and we will certainly 
see major improvement in our physical 
condition.

Walking is also an easy way of daily exercise. 
Even if it is not possible to walk to work, 
we should find some time to walk daily. 
There are certainly some distances that 
we can walk, i.e. go shopping or visit some 
friends. Moreover, we can park our car a 
bit further from our destination or get off 
the bus earlier, in order to walk a bit more.  
Thirty minutes is the ideal time in our 
daily routine. Walking is the exercise that 
physicians recommend more and more. 
It is the ideal type of exercise because it 
enhances the heart function and blood 
circulation and protects muscles, ligaments 
and joints.

Another natural way of working out is 
jogging. Anyone can do it without any 
special skills or knowledge, and there 
are a lot of variations. We can run faster 
or slower, on our own or with friends. 

It would be good to go jogging at least 
twice a week. In the beginning we must 
allow for two-day breaks between two 
work-out days, so that our legs and spinal 
cord are not strained needlessly. We 
should start slowly with frequent breaks. 
We should wear trainers that are not 
slippery and absorb vibrations. If possible, 
we should run in parks or appropriate 
racing track (synthetic floors) and not 
along busy roads. We should not start 
by fast running but relaxed jogging, and 
always finish with simple stretching.

Moreover, for people living in cities, 
cycling is an easy way to exercise. While 
cycling, the physical effort is distributed to 
the various parts of the body. Seating on 
the saddle is beneficial for the spine and 
joints. This is why cycling is easier than 
jogging for obese people. We use trainers 
with grooved soles, so that they grip on 
the pedals. For safety reasons, we must 
also wear a helmet and reflective vest so 
that passing by drivers can distinguish us. 
If we cannot cycle for 30 minutes non-
stop, we can take three 10-minute rides at 
different times during the day and enjoy 
the same beneficial effect.

In most cities there are still municipal 
swimming pools that observe health 
regulations and offer everybody the most 
entertaining and attractive sport of all, 
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thanks to the revitalising effect of the 
water. Buoyancy relieves largely the spine, 
joints and ligaments of the body weight 
they support and relaxes the muscles. At 
the same time, the effect of cool water 
favours tissue irrigation and boosts the 
heart and blood circulation.

A way to combine exercise and pleasure 
is dancing, because of our innate sense of 
rhythm. Even at home, we can dance to a 
musical track, improvising various simple 
exercises or dancing properly. 

For more systematic activity, there are 
gyms offering various aerobic variations. 
In most municipalities throughout the 
country, people can work out or take up 
sports at very low cost or even free of 
charge. All you have to do is contact the 
competent department of the city council 
and ask for information regarding the use 
of sports facilities. 

People who lead a sedentary life should 
be very cautious when they decide to 
start a work-out program, in order to 
avoid injuries that would thus deter them 
from further physical activity. They should 
start working out for a few minutes in 
the f irst days and gradually intensify 
the effort and duration of their physical 
exercise until they reach the desired level. 
It is advisable to consult specialist physical 
education teachers. People with chronic 
health problems, as well as people over 
the age of 40 years, should consult their 
doctor first and undergo a cardiological 
test before they take up physical exercise. 
For people leading a sedentary life, daily 
physical activity that would «burn» 
approx. 150-200 calories suffices to yield 
the above mentioned positive effects. 

All the above ways of physical exercise 
are recommended at all ages, even for 
people who have never taken up any 
sport. They have beneficial effects on the 
heart, blood circulation, respiratory and 
nervous systems. Thanks to their variety, 
they cater for all tastes and are suitable 
for most weather conditions. Moreover, 
exercise helps us relax and makes us more 
energetic. Finally, we should never forget 
what our wise ancestors used to say about 
physical and mental health and cultivation: 
“Healthy mind in a healthy body”. 

Source: www.iatronet.gr, www.forthnet,gr

Our doctor advises us

Giorgos Konstantinou
Occupational Doctor 
in Milaki and Halkis Plant

No matter how or where we work out 
– at home, at the gym, outdoors or in 
the swimming pool – what really matters 
is physical exercise. The reason is that, as 
you might have noticed, after a simple 
walk or some physical activity there is 
always a positive feeling, less stress.  This 
is due to the production and excretion 
of endorphins following any physical 
activity. Endorphins are one of the 3 key 
endogenous opioid compounds produced 
by the brain which have strong analgesic 
and psychotropic effects. 

They are characterized as anti-stress and 
analgesia hormones and are important 
compounds for mood and pain. When 
produced in large quantities, they make a 
lot of body organs healthier, reinforce the 
immune system in stressful conditions and 
help in better blood circulation. 

They also have an anti-aging action and 
improve memory, preserving the brain 
cells young and healthy and contributing 
to harmonious relationships among 
colleagues as well as creative thinking. 
In a nutshell, endorphins are essential 
for the smooth body function and good 
mental condition. By mitigating pain and 
stress and by acting as stated above, 
they contribute to the well-being of our 
body, making us feel happy. So, physical 
activity, e.g. a simple walk, increases the 
production of endorphins, we feel better, 
can withstand pain more and have a 
feeling of pleasure and delight.

Setting an example 

Our colleague, Giorgos Kritikos, from the 
Quarry Department in the Head Offices, 
father of three children and despite his 
lack of free time, he often manages to find 
time to exercise. So he manages to run 
9km twice a week, while he also attends 
dance classes along with all his family.

Recently, he participated and finished 
in the 31st 20 km Race, in which the 
Athletic Center of Agios Cosmas and 
the Association of Runners in Athens 
participated. The race started at the 
Athletic Center of Agios Cosmas and 
ended at Lemos in Cavouri, while runners 
of all ages took part. 

Giorgos recommends that everyone 
should find some free time and seek ways 
that are compatible with their needs and 
preferences. According to him, exercise 
is one of the secrets to good health and 
euphoria. 
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